I DISABILITY FILM FESTIVAL, GIPUZKOA
AND ELIMINATE THE LANGUAGE
BARRIERS.
To start with the Festival, the committee has agreed the following BASIS:
1.- Between 8 and 16 November of 2018, all the work selected will be projected in different towns and
cities of Gipuzkoa. On the 16th November, at the Cultural Centre of Tolosa the verdict will be public in
the Festival ending Gala.
Awards given by the Jury:


Award for the best feature film, movie or documentary: 250 euro and certificate



Award for the best medium film: 250 euro and certificate



Award for the best short film: 250 euro and certificate



Award for the best disability issue: 250 euro and certificate



Award given by the student body (of Social Integration and dependency) will be acting as
jury: Certificate



NOTE: digital video animations can be presented for the short films, medium films, large
films, movies or documentaries.

2.- The films or documentaries can be in any audio visual format, but the copy of display will be
presented in HD system or similar. The copy will remain property of the Organization and will become
part of the historical background of the festival.

3.- The films presented in competition may not have any commercial purpose or explicit advertising.

4.- The duration of the works must be:


Short film: a minimum of 5 minutes and a maximum of 30 minutes



Medium-length: a minimum of 30 minutes and a maximum of 60 minutes



Large-length: a minimum of 60 minutes and a maximum of 90 minutes



Exceeding this duration or work does not reach the minimum of the same, can not access the contest.

5.- All the works submitted must be accompanied by a small report with the following data:


Title.



Duration.



Original format.



The name of the director.



Cast Factsheet Date of completion.



Synopsis Relationship of the film with the Disability*



Other data of interest.



Telephone contact.



Email
* If you do not specify the relationship with disability, jury will not the movie.

In addition, two photographs of any sequence of the film and a poster should be included (in case
of having it), for further advertising which will be done in the promotion of the film and the festival. You
must also fill and send the tabs that are attached later. (ANNEXES). LAST DAY OF TERM FOR
DELIVERY: JULY 31, 2018.
6.- The films may be shot in any language, provided they are

subtitled in Spanish.

(Prerequisite

for making the content accessible to people with hearing disabilities).

7.- The films proyected may address any issue whenever they are related with disabilities. Also it is
possible that the actors and actresses, directors or technical staff working in the same are disabled.

8.- The works can be documentaries, animations, or adaptations of scripts. In the event of the film
generates copyright for any reason (music, screenplay...), costs shall be borne by the authors and/or
owners of the film, notice to the Organization of the festival.

9.- If in the movie are appearing underage people or people needing to be supervised, legal authorization,
you must previously inform the Organization and also submit these authorizations to them. If not, the
organization is not liable for claims that may be caused, making himself accountable for the same creators
and/or owners of the film.

10.- The authors and/or owners of films, empower people deaf of Tolosaldea - Goierri, GAINDITZEN,
Association, to disseminate publicly and, conveniently, the same free of charge (a part of the award which
may be bestowed upon them in the competition) for exhibitions organised by GAINDITZEN at a later
date or events the Association could make.

11.- The Organization will be responsible for the selection of the works that will be exhibited in the
contest and those candidates for the prize. It will also be responsible for choosing the jury.

12.- The jury's decision is final and may not be challenged legally.

13.- From all the viewed works, the finalist will be chosen.

14.- The fact of participating in this festival implies full acceptance of all the exposed bases of here.

15.- The Organization will contact the nominees of the festival, with enough time, to attend the screening
of his film with the aim that they can present it personally.
Also they shall inform the winners their award so they come to pick it up. In case of not being able
to come personally they must send to any member of the team to pick it up. If there is no representation of
an awarded film in the ceremony to collect the prize, they will lose their right to economic payment on it
and if they have a prize, the shipping of the same team will be in charge through a courier company.

(donde tienes puesto you hay que poner they porque la frase te la he cambiado a impersonal que me
parece que queda mejor)
16.- The Organization will solve, in final form, any circumstance that may occur and is not specified in
these rules, right to claim, as well as those circumstances that are beneficial for the Festival.

17.- Participants sign up for the contest allow the GAINDITZEN Association carried out a small spot that
will be diffused in: Television, related web pages, blog, Facebook, Youtube, etc. This shall be a
maximum of one minute of some films selected in the contest, as well as some photographs. Also, the
organization can use films to future projections for education and non-profit. By other side, photos and
videos made in the day will be public for the Association.

18.- Registration is essential in one of the aforementioned websites to participate in the contest:


Festhome.com or movibeta.com

Also through videos you can send by:


Wetransfer to gmail account (festivaldiscapacidadgi@gmail.com).



USB/Pendrive by mail to the address:
Asociación de Personas Sordas de Tolosaldea-Goierri (GAINDITZEN).
Apartado de Correos, 55. 20400
Tolosa (SPAIN)
Received via USB/Pendrive, materials will not be returned.

REGISTRATION FORM
I DISABILITY FILM FESTIVAL, GIPUZKOA AND ELIMINATE THE LANGUAGE
BARRIERS.
NUMBER ASSIGNED (Not filled)
Mr or miss ___________________________________________________ shipping the film
entitled:


TITTLE:



NATIONALITY:



GENDER:



TIME:



PRODUCER:



DIRECTOR:



SCRIPT:



MUSIC:



SOUND:



LANGUAGE:



SUBTITLES:



DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:



CAMERAMAN:



MOUNTING:



DATE OF PRODUCTION:



ORIGINAL FORM:

OVERVIEW:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:
E-mail:
DISTRIBUTION:
The film relates to disability: (If this section is not filled are not examines the film and will not enter in
competition)
To participate in the film festival on disability organized by GAINDITZEN, of the year 2018, request enrolment in it, accepting the bases of the festival and
with the specifications described above.

